
Hi there!
Upon several requests today as a reaction to my post here, I thought I'd share this with you. Do you hate this as well? Do you even 

more hate to pay 130 euro for a 2nd hans and 300~400 for a new one?! I did..!

First of all, if anybody has a spare broken MFD, I'd be happy to buy(or fix) it from you! Please mail me at joost.tromp@gmail.com or 
send me a PM. This method has proved to be effective for vertical lines only, but I'm very curious if faded displays can be fixed? Since 

this is quite a precise job, I'd also like to gain more experience doing this because this is simply the first time I done it, though it 
proved to work..

I am able to do this as a service as well, I was thinking of a price of in between 25 gbp ~ 40 euro incl shipping back to your house. In 
this case you can just unscrew the display of the car and send me the entire unit. Unpop the corners, use a torx and fold the electrical 

connector off. Oh yeah I can also do it for you at pugfest if there are enough people.

People who don't know what reflow-ing electronics is, reflowing is re-heating the solder points on a certain connection in a manner 
that the connection re-establishes itself by flowing back to both contact ends again. The theory behind this reflow, is that thermal 

grease conducts heat, and common air is a fairly good insulator. The area that needs to be heated is VERY specific...

You have been warned, this is the ghetto approach! And it is quite a dangerous procedure!
I can only tell you from the point you have got you display unit out of your car and out of the enclosure. like this:

Next the tools you'll need are fairly "household", for a nerd, maybe.. And no, I swear I'm not a heroin junky ;]

http://www.406coupeclub.org/PHPBB3/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=42964


Scissors (precise)
Aluminium foil
Thermal grease

Soft cloth
JET-flame lighter

maybe a tweezer/tiny flat screwdriver

Now, you can click the whole contraption out of it's white housing:
Make sure you won't rip anything. Start with the led backlight panel, this one is the easiest and gives you space. next, probably do the 

main PCB, the one with the big processor thing and connector on it. It has 4 clips, and the 2 near the screen are quite stiff, be 
careful. The display last, has only 2 clips on the side, but do this very carefully, use tweezers of needed. Here comes your cloth to 

use. There are 2 light diffuser strips behind the LCD, remember where they came from. The results will be something like this:



The backside of the LCD is sterile, you won't notice it if you leave finger prints, but better work clean. if you look closely, the solder 
which ties the LCD and ribbon cable together is on the backside or inside of the unit when it would be enclosed. Here is a close-up of 

the BACK side of the LCD, with the solder points in view:



Now you'll have to smear the thermal paste on to the GLASS part of the LCD. An example is given below, but this is a sloppy example! 
you'll have take (a lot) more time to distribute it very equally! Also, I have only put it over the vertical connections. You should smear 

the thermal grease on the whole strip, so also for the horizontal lines.



Now stick the foil to the thermal grease, just push/stroke it on make sure no thermal grease is escaping onto other parts like the 
ribbon cable! You can see the line in the foil I made with my nail so it wouldn't be in contact with the plastic piece of the LCD. The 

other side, is even more important as this is where I initially messed up. make sure the foil DOES NOT contact anything other that the 
thermal greased strip or it'll burn! The ribbon cable is plastic do this one will definitely burn! (you'll see later) Oh yeah, also use more 

foil than I did and try to cut it very precisely. Apply, and fold the extras inwards to make extra insulation like on the 2nd pic.





The tricky part, burning it! This is the critical phase obviously. it should be done with utmost care. since too cold won't work, and too 
hot and it'll burn anyway and is ready for the bin..! I did it by a steady movement like spray painters do, left-right-left-right-etc. It 

might start to smell a little up first, this should be all the smell there is! If you do it too long, it'll start to smell and smoke and you've 
gone too far. You also NEED a jet lighter because a flame lighter is not hot enough, and you cannot direct the heat. Correct 

temperature application, was guess really! A pic for lack of imagination:



Once you -think- you have done it right, pull of the aluminium foil off. you should see NO burn marks, like you can see in mine! I was 
shocked, thinking I ruined mine. It looked like the lowest horizontal line was burned.. But there was no way back anyway.. Note! that 

this damage is on the inside, near side. meaning on the right side when viewed from outside.



So, click back all the parts, make up for yourself in what order you do it, I'd do the LCD itself last..! and don;t forget the light diffuser 
parts behind the LCD. Connect this unit only back to your cars connector, in case you might need to do the whole procedure again.

Result:   

However! 2 vertical lines have died again soon after reinstalling! these lines were also dead before, these are on the left side of the 
LCD, so not where my burn marks were.. yay! so, it'll be easy to just do the procedure again on that area only..

Now, I know now that I need to create a tool: A hollow square rod, with heating/glowing wire in it. Then, measure what temperature 
relates to what power. It needs to be in between 250 and 350 deg celsius. Then I can make an al-cheapo hot-bar reflow device just 
like your misses curling iron, but now exactly the correct size, make 2 sideways hinges, and make it clamp. Estimate the clamping 

time vs temperature and you can't go wrong anymore.

I'd be happy to answer any questions, or do this for you. Keep in mind this is the first time I've done it  


